EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY STUDENT BODY
THE NINETY-EIGHTH STUDENT SENATE
WINTER TERM TWO THOUSAND TWELVE

RESOLUTION NO. S.Res-98-011  AUTHORED BY Speaker Scott
SUPPORTED BY

A RESOLUTION TO: Ratify Sensible Earth Stewardship Incorporated as a charter
organization of Student Government

THE STUDENT BODY OF EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY ENACTS:
WHEREAS, this organization seeks to provide various environmental services for
the student body,

NOTING, this organization has already fulfilled all requirement specified within the
by-laws Chapter 4, section five sub-section three entitled Charter Outline.
STRESSING, the nature of this organization is to facilitate and encourage a healthy
environment, specifically Eastern Michigan University’s campus, surrounding
areas, and branching out from previous segments,

FURTHER STRESSING, Sensible Earth Stewardship Incorporated acts solely as a non-
profit however all revenue gained in any ventures this organization pursues
will be funneled back into local non-profits that benefit the community at
large.

BE IT RESOLVED, Sensible Earth Stewardship Incorporated shall hereby be recognized
as a Student Government charter organization

INTRODUCED IN THE SENATE:
COMMITTEE ACTION:
VOTE REQUIRED:

SENATE VOTE TOTALS:
___ PASS
___ FAIL
___ SILENT CONSENT ___ AUTHORIZE / VETO

CLERK OF THE SENATE STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT

Reason:
In order for there to be a charter organization, there must be a chapter.
I cannot finalize this resolution without a chapter for the senate and to strengthen
ensure that it complies
with by rules and

[Signature]
[signature]
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY STUDENT BODY
THE NINETY-EIGHTH STUDENT SENATE
WINTER TERM TWO THOUSAND TWELVE

RESOLUTION NO. S.Res-98-012

A RESOLUTION TO: Ratify Sensible Earth Stewardship Incorporated as a charter organization of Student Government

THE STUDENT BODY OF EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY ENACTS:
WHEREAS, this organization seeks to provide various environmental services for the student body,

NOTING, this organization has already fulfilled all requirement specified within the by-laws Chapter 4, section five sub-section three entitled Charter Outline.

STRESSING, the nature of this organization is to facilitate and encourage a healthy environment, specifically Eastern Michigan University’s campus, surrounding areas, and branching out from previous segments,

FURTHER STRESSING, Sensible Earth Stewardship Incorporated acts solely as a non-profit however all revenue gained in any ventures this organization pursues will be funneled back into local non-profits that benefit the community at large.

BE IT RESOLVED, Sensible Earth Stewardship Incorporated shall hereby be recognized as a Student Government charter organization

INTRODUCED IN THE SENATE: 3/13/12
COMMITTEE ACTION:
VOTE REQUIRED:

SENATE VOTE TOTALS: 14:2:1
___X___ PASS
___ FAIL
___ SILENT CONSENT

AUTHORIZED ___X___ VETO

STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT

*passed by Senate, vetoed, veto held, unauthorized*